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For startups, local and small businesses, using print media techniques for marketing, is a good
practice. Promoting business, products and services with effective posters can be beneficial for your
marketing and promotional campaigns. Designing and creating a poster is fun. You are free to
express your creativity in a lot of different ways.

Posters are simple, yet effective method of communication. If done well; it can bring profit to your
business.  With latest technologies available today, you can take your poster printing to a new level.
Following are the tips that you should remember while making a poster.

Make a plan

Before doing anything; you should come up with a well defined plan. A plan is a guide that you can
follow towards an aim. Planning should be done from the starting level. Itâ€™s very vital to know about
your target audience and what would you like to tell them. Study your target audience and analyze
the market and make a plan accordingly.   

Hire a professional designer

Printing materials are easily available in the market and there are lots of professional designers
available who will help you make your ideas come alive. You can hire a professional poster
designing and printing firm. Prisma Banners is one of the leading printing firms that offer custom
poster printing solutions.

Sizes

Layout depends upon the size of the poster. The bigger the canvass, the more freedom you will
have in expressing ideas or message. On the other hand, if the canvas is smaller, you will get
limited space. In large posters; colors, images, text, logos and details would be different from the
small size posters. You need to carefully plan and design both large and small size posters.

For instance, if you are using black color in large poster, it may appear a little grayish. And in small
posters it will appear 100% black. You need to use rich black that is made by 100% black and 30%
magenta, cyan and yellow.

Colors

When you design a poster, you use additive color model (Red, Green and Blue) on the monitor. But
in printing, subtractive model is used (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black). So the color you have
selected looks great on the screen, but in printing it appears a little difference. Be careful while you
choose colors for background and foreground.

Designing and printing are two different elements. Use your creativity and imagination to design
striking and eye-catching posters. Hire a professional printing firm, like Prismabanners.com to get
your poster design printed.

Prisma Banners is one of the leading printing firms. It offers poster, banners, signs, signage and
decals printing solutions online. For details please visit, http://prismabanners.com/.
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